SENIORS NEWS 10 APRIL 2019

COMPETITION RESULTS

There was no Seniors competition this week as many Seniors enter the Terry Green Cup which is for the over 50’s but is a Club competition.

Unfortunately the notorious Haldon mist descended and a rearranged date will be announced in due course.

NEXT WEEKS COMPETITION

Monday 15 April – Medal and Sage Cup

MATCH REPORT
Thurlestone v Teignmouth  Thursday 4 April

A strong breeze, occasional rain and at times bitterly cold conditions were waiting for us at Thurlestone Golf Club. Thankfully the welcome was far warmer and the bacon rolls particularly good.

The first match saw a high standard from the start with five gross birdies (including a net eagle!) on the first five holes. The home side’s form proving in the end to be too strong as was the case in the second and fourth matches. Thankfully the third pairing of Pete Rogers & Mike Downing saw some immaculate par golf and a resurrection of the old ‘dog licence ‘ a 7 & 6 victory. John Richardson & Mike Jarrett won on the 18th whilst stalwarts Ian Bulpin & Roger Stone battled out a half in the worst of the conditions.

Sadly by the time we reached the 17th none of our side managed a ‘strike ‘ on the green for nearest the pin and only two of the opposition appeared on the list - two out of twenty four - a reflection of the tough conditions or ?

After enjoying a very tasty steak and kidney pie the result was announced:

Thurlestone  3 ½       Teignmouth  2 ½

A good result giving us every chance of an overall win on August 8th.

Simon Pattinson Day Captain

ST GEORGES DINNER Saturday 13 April

A few Tickets remain for this annual dinner to be held in the Clubhouse.